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THERMAL SHOCK IN A NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENT WITH CLADDING
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The object of the present paper is to look into the evolution of thermoelastic state in a nuclear pin with cladding,
when a step-variation occurs in coolant temperature.

For both fuel and cladding the transient stress cornponents are obtained: they must be added to the steady stress
components in the case of step-decrease (Ll T < O), and subtracted in the case of step-growth (LlT > O). Some numerica]
results are finally reported with reference to a fast breeder reactor cooled by sodium and to a pressurized water reactor.

1. Introduction

In the present paper the effects which a step variation of coolant temperature causes on the
thermoelastic field of a nuclear fuel pin with cladding are considered. The solution of such problem is
complicated by the presence of two bodies with different physical properties.

The fundamental hypotheses are the following three; they simplify the real problem and, on the
other hand, provide a physical model which is the most conservative.

(1) The first hypothesis lies in considering a step uariation, i.e. an instantaneous variation t::. T of
coolant temperature.

Really, even if the accident causing the temperature variation is catastrophic and its course is
sudden, coolant temperature however varies continuously.

(2) The second hypothesis lies in considering fuel and cladding as homogeneous, isotropic and
linear elastic bodies.
Namely the thermoelastic stresses are an upper bound for the real thermal stresses and their
application is for a safety structural designo

The nuclear element with cladding is an heterogeneous system, showing a step variation of
thermomechanical properties on the interface between fuel and cladding.

It is also an anisotropic system because there are infinite points of anisotropy on the same
interface.

(3) The third hypothesis lies in neglecting the gap between fuel and cladding [1]. Thus the two
bodies are considered radially joint. Naturally such a hypothesis involves constraints between fuel and
cladding which are larger than the real ones; therefore it allows a condition of greater safety.

A positive step variation of coolant temperature is intended to simulate the effects of an overpower
transient (e.g. obstruction of a reactor core channel), Of course this kind of accident generally causes
further collateral effects, which will not be dealt with here.

On the other hand a negative step variation is intended to simulate the effects of an underpower
transient.

The results of the problem are also reported in non-dimensional formo
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2. Statement and solution of the problem

The solution of the transient thermal problem, regarding a step variation in coolant temperature
and the effects on the temperature of a nuclear pin with cladding, is reported in [2,3,4]. If we
suppose that coolant temperature changes instantaneously from TF to (TF+ LlT) at the time t = O (LlT
positive or negative), fuel and cladding temperatures are respectively provided by the following
expressions:

00

t: = qe L An cos !3nt1o{f3nç) + qe/( 7Tb)2 + LlT L L Amn cos !3ntJO(p.mç) e -(p.;'+f3~)T,
n=O n=Om=1

(1)

00

re = qe Lo, cos !3nU Cln10(J3nç)+ Ko(J3nç)]
n=O

+LlT L L e.; cos!3nt[CmJO(p.mç)+ YO(p.mç)]e-(p.;'+f3~)T.
n=Om=1

(2)

Temperatures TI and Te are referred to the temperature (TF + LlT) of coolant after the accident.
The eigenvalues !3n are:

!3n = (2n + 1)7T/2to, for n = 0,1,2, ... , (3)

while the eigenvalues ILm are the zeros of the following function:

{(Ho -l)Jo(p. )JI(p. )[Bi Yo(p.ço) - ILYj(p.ço)]
+ [Bi Jo(p.ço) -ILJj(p.ço)] [JI(p. ) Yo(p.) - Holo(p.) Yj(p.)]} I[Bi Jo(p.ço) - ILJj(j.Lço)].

The coefficients appearing in eqs. (1) and (2) are

C - !3nKj{f3nçO) - Bi Ko{f3nço)
In - !3n1l{f3nçO)+ Bi 1o{f3nço) ,

[
Sin(7Tb+ !3n)to + sin(7Tb- !3n}ço]

D = _2_
2
- 2(7Tb + !3n) 2(7Tb - !3n)

n (7Tb) to (f3 ) (f3) HoIo{f3n)[ (f3 ) (f3 )]Cln10 n + Ko n - 11{f3n) Cln1j n - Kj n

(4)

(5)

(6)

A = D H [C1n11(J3n)- Kj{f3n)]
n n O 11(J3n) ,

Cm = ILm.Y1(p.mço) - Bi Yo(p.mço),
BI JO(p.mçO)- ILmJI(p.mçO)

G = CmJO(p.m)+ YO(p.m)
m JO(p.m) ,

t.; =!{ [JI(p.m) + J5(p.m)] + ~~6[( CmJ1(p.mçO)+ Y1(p.mçO))Z+ (CmJO(p.mçO)+ Yo(j.LmçO))2]

- gU(CmJl(p.m)+ Yj(p.m))Z + (CmJO(p.m)+ Yo(p.m))2]},

Amn = ~~;n1i~~ {(1-Ho ~:)JI(p.m) +u; ~: çoll(p.mço) + g~[çoYI(p.mço)- Y1(p.m)]},

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)
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In the pIane strain condition (long pin) the expressions of radiaI displacement and radiai stress
respectively in fuel and cladding are [5,6]:

r

I( ) - (1+ vl)a
l f [TI TI(R)] d C C2urr - (l-vl)r - 1 r r+ Ir+"

o
(13)

(14)

r

C( ) - (1+ vC)a
C f [TC TC(R)] d C C4

U r r - (1 _ vC)r - 2 r r + 3r + "
R,

(15)

(16)

where Cl, Cz, C3, C4 are constants depending on the boundary conditions.
The first one is the symmetry condition for radiaI displacements:

u:(O) = O; (17)

the second is the radiai congruence condition at the interface:

u~(RI) = U~(Rl);

then there is the radiai equilibrium condition at the interface:

a-;(RI) = a-~(Rl);

and finally the external boundary condition:

a-~(R2) = O. (20)

Since eq. (17) immediateIy provides C2 = O, eqs. (18), (19) and (20) constitute a Iinear aIgebraicai system
of three equations with unknowns Cl, C3, C4. Applying eqs. (13), (14), (15) and (16) the system
appears as follows:

(18)

(19)

_ _ C4 _ (1 + vl)a f "I
C1Rl C3RI RI - (1- vl)Rl e (RI),

EI EC EC afEI

CI 1- vl- C3l_ vC+ C (1 + vC)Rf = (1- vl)RT el(RI),

EC EC aCEc
C3l_ vC- C4 (1+ vC)R~ = (1- vC)R~ eC

(R2),

where el and ec are the integraI functions:

(21)

(22)

(23)

el(r) = f [Ti - TI(RI)]r dr, O:s;r s; R l,

o
(24)

eC(r)= f [re - re(R2)]r dr, RI:s; r s:s,
R,

(25)
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[
1 1] aCEc EC 2 }I

X (1+vC)R1+(1-vC)Rt -(1-vC)R1EY(R2) Rl{1-vC2) A, (26)

aeEC 1 (EC E
f )}I

- (1- vC)R 1EY(R2) R I 1+ VC+ 1_ vf A, (27)

_{_(1+vf)af
"f EfEc _ afEf "f ~

C4 - (1- vf)RI0 (RI) (1- vf)(l- ve) (1- vf)RI 0 (RI) 1- VC

+ (1 ~;;R ~0e(R2)R I(1:ivf - 1 :cvc) }IA,

being A the determinant of the coefficients matrix:

(28)

RIEC
2

( 1 1) EfECRI[ 1 1]
A=(1-vC2) R~-Rt - l-vf (l+vC)R~+(1-vC)Rr·

Applying eq. (1), the fuel over-temperature on the middle pIane (~ = O) is:

Tf
- Tf(R I) = qE{~o An [Io(f3n!~")- Io(f3n)] +~o "~1 AT* Amn [loV-tmç) - 10(1L",)]e-(.u~+Il~T}.

By eq. (30) it is possible to obtain function (24):

(29)

(30)

r r

0f(r) = q0{~0 An [f Io(f3nç)r dr - Io(f3n) I r dr]
o o

r r

+ ~o '~I Allln [I 10V-t",ç)rdr - 10V-tm)I r dr] e-(.u~+Il~ l-
o o

(31)

Applying the integration rules for Bessel functions lo and lo [7]:

0f(ç) = qeRr{~o An [in II(f3nç) - ~2 Io(f3n)]

+~0j;1 AT*Amll[;m l1V-t",ç)-~2 10V-tm)]e-(.uJ,+tJ~)T}.

Applying eq. (2), the cJadding over-temperature on the middle pIane (~= O) is:

TC - TC(R2) = qe{~o D; [CI,Jo(f3nç) - Clnlo(f3nçO) + Ko(f3nç) - Ko(f3nço)]

+ ,~o j;1 AT* e: [CmloV-tmç) - Cm10V-tmço)+ YOV-tmç) - YOV-tmçO)]e -(.uJ,+tJ~)T}. (33)

(32)

By eq. (33) it is possible to obtain function (25):
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r r r

EY(r) = qe{~o Dn[ Cln f Io(f3,l)r dr + f Ko(f3,l)r dr - (Cl,.Io(f3ngO)+ Ko(f3ngo» f r dr]
RI RI RI

r r

+ ~o '~l si- e: [Cm f JO(p,mg)r dr + f YO(p,mg)r dr
RI RI

r

- (Cml0(p,mgo) + YO(p,mgO» I r dr] e -(p.;'+i3~}r}.

RI

(34)

AppIying the integration rules for the functions lo, Ki; lo, Yo [7]:

E)c(g)= q0RI{~0 DI! [ CI! (in Il(f3ng) - ;" Il(f3,,»)

- (%, Kl(f3ng)- ;n K\(f3,,») -(Cl"Io(f3"go) + Ko(f3"go» (e; 1)]

(35)

By eqs. (14) and (16) it is possible to obtain the fuel and c1adding radiai stresses:

afEI Ef

O';(r) = (1 f) 2 E)f(g)+ CI-1 -f' (36)
= u r -v

aCEc e- EC
O'~(r) = - (1- vC)r2 Ey(g) + C31_ ve - C4(1+ vC)r2' (37)

where the functions E)f(g) and 0C(g) are provided by eqs. (32) and (35) and the constants C\, C3, C4 by
eqs. (26), (27), (28).

In the case of pIane strain condition, the fuel and c1adding circumferential stresses are [5,6]:

(38)

(39)

According to eqs. (24) and (25):

alEI afEI EI

O'~(r) = (1- vl)r2 E)f(g)-1- )Tf
- T'(Rl)] + Cl 1- VI' (40)

(41)

where the constants C\, C3, C4 are provided by eqs. (26), (27), (28) and the over-temperatures by eqs.
(30) and (33).
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If we consider stress free terminaI faces and appIy Saint-Venant's PrincipIe [8], the fueI and
c1addingaxiaI stresses are:

O"~(r) = t~:I{;i81(ç= 1)- [TI - TI(RI)]},

O"~(r) = t~~ee{R~: RÌ 8e(ç = ço)- [re - re(R2)]}.

(42)

(43)

It is possible to write the six non-dimensional stress components [stress/(0'IEI/1- vl)qe]:

SI(I:) = _~ 81
(ç) + Cl

r!, e qeRr 0'*'

c_l 1- VI 8e(ç) 1- VIH, C4 1- VI H, 1
s,(g) - - e 1- ve HlH2 qeR r + C3 1- ve 0'* - R r 1+ ve ~ e'

(44)

(45)

SI (I:) = ~ 81(ç)_ [TI - TI(RI)] + Cl
{j!, eqeRr qe 0'*'

c (I:) = 1- VIH H {~8e(ç) [re - re(R2)]} + Hl [C 1- VI+ C4 1- VI~J
S{j!, l-ve l 2 eqeRi qe 0'* 31-ve RI1+vee'

S~(ç) = 2 81(ç =21) [TI- TI(RI)],
qBRI qe

e(l:) = 1- VIH H {_2_8e(ç = ço)_ [re - re(R2)]}
S z !, 1 c l 2 1:2 1 R 2 •- V !,0- qe l qe

The integral functions 81(ç) and 8e(ç) are provided by eqs. (32) and (35), the over-temperatures
[TI - TI(RI)] and [re - re(R2)] by eqs. (30) and (33), while the constants Cl, C3, C4 in non-dimensional
form appear as follows:

{
1+ VI * 281(ç = 1)( 1 ) 1 * 81(ç = 1)

Cl = (1- vl)(l- ve2)a H l qeRÌ ç5-1 -1- VI a H, qeRr

[ 1 1 ] 2 * (HI)2 8
e
(ç = ço)}j *

X (1 + ve)ç5+ (1- ve) - (1 - ve)2(1 + ve) a H2 To qeR r il ,

{
2 O'*HI 81(ç = 1)

C3 = (1 - vl)2(1 + ve) ç5 qeR r
__ 1_0'*H28e(ç = ço)( HÌ +-..!!.L)}jil*

1- ve ç5 qeR I 1+ ve 1- VI ,

C _{ 2 * 81(ç = 1)
Rr - (1- vl)2(1- ve) a H, qeRf

+_1_ a *H2 8e(ç = ço)(-..!!.L_ Hr )}jil*
1- ve ç5 qBR I 1- VI 1- ve ,

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

being:

* _ HÌ (1 ) u, [1 1]
il - 1_ ve2 ç5- 1 - 1- VI ç5(1+ ve) + (1- ve) . (53)

By the non-dimensional parameters Ho, H), H2, ilT*, 0'*, ço,Bi, ?o, VI,ve, the fuel Young's modulus
tr, the pin radius Rl and the c1addingthermal diffusivity a", it is possible to obtain the stress field
caused by the accident.
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In the following section some numerical results will be discussed with reference to a fast breeder
reactor cooled by sodium (Phenix - France) and to a pressurized water reactor (Trino Vercellese-
Italy) [9].

3. Numerical examples

First a fast breeder reactor (FBR) cooled by sodium will be considered. The non-dimensional
parameters are reported in the first column of table 1. The fuel Young's modulus is Ef =

1.61 X 10" kg/rnrn", the pin radius R, = 2.75 mm, the cladding thermal diffusivity a" = 5.79 mmvs. Then
suppose a positive step variation àT = +60°C in coolant temperature and a fuel power density
qo = 270 MW 1m3• This power density is about a sixth of that attainable by such a reactor and provides
qe = 600°C. Thus the steady stress components are about a sixth of the largest. Namely, as shown in
eqs. (1) and (2), steady temperatures and stress components are proportional to qe, while transient
temperatures and stress components are proportional to àT.

In fig. 1 the radiai stresses tr, are reported for different times during the transient condition. In the
fuel and in the cladding, radiaI stresses are always compressions because of the constraint which the
outer annular fibres operate on the inner ones (hot fìbres). At the interface the radiaI stress a, is
continuous, i.e. the radiaI equilibrium is verified, but the function o; changes concavity.

Table 1

FBR PWR

Ho 6.87 4.78
H, 1.09 1.04

Hz 1.32 1.43
a* 0.0078 0.0072
~o 1.16 1.09
v' 0.25 0.25
v' 0.32 0.32
Bi 21.4 5.38
t; 345 304

o

-4-

l'
:r _8 I======i=--

..J
W=>Il.

Fig. l . Radiai stresses in fuel and cladding for different
transient times (sodium reactor).
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Fig. 2. Circumferential stresses in fuel and cladding for
different transient times (sodium reactor).
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After about 0.2 s from the accident the stresses a, are the lowest.
The increase I1T > Oin coolant temperature establishes a momentary decrease in temperature

gradient along pin radius. If we consider a decrease I1T < Oin coolant temperature the opposite
phenomenon occurs: thus in this case there is an increase in temperature gradient and then an
increase in thermal stresses.

Therefore we can properly speak of thermal shock [10] in a nucIear fuel pin only in case of step
decrease in coolant temperature. After about 2 s from the accident the temperature profile is the
initial one again, even if translated by I1T [4], and consequently also the stress profiIe is the same as
the initial one.

In fig. 2 the circumferential stresses O"~ are reported for the transient times previously considered.
The stresses O"a are compressions in the inner fuel, tractions in the outer fuel, while they are only

tractions in the c1adding. Namely, the inner annular fibres are constrained by the outer ones, while the
outer fibres are subjected to the radiai pressure of the inner annular fibres, which tend to expand
more.

At the interface there is no continuity in the stress O"~, since there is discontinuity in physical
properties. After about 0.1 s from the accident the stresses O"~ are the lowest in absolute value. If we
suppose a negative step variation in sodium temperature, the stresses ae are the highest after the
same period of time and theyare the addition of steady components and highest transient com-
ponents.

It is interesting to observe how the outer c1adding is more sensitive to thermal shock than the inner
c1adding is. After about 2 s from the accident, the stress O"~ profile is the initial one again.

In fig. 3 the axial stresses a, are reported. As the steady stress components O"z are compressions in
the inner fuel and tractions in the outer fuel, so they are compressions in the inner c1adding and
tractions in the outer c1adding. The stresses O"z in the c1adding are much lower than in the fuel, since
the two elastic bodies have been considered not axially joint. After about 0.1 s from the accident the
fuel stresses a, are the lowest in absolute value, while there are tractions in the inner c1adding and
compressions in the outer one.

The last reversal is due to the outer longitudinal fibres of c1adding, which, immediately after the
step increase in coolant temperature, tend to expand more than the inner fibres.

Also in the case ofaxial stress the time of transient condition is about 2 s.

16

8

b"

1-6

":l
.~ _16 ~-=--t /~,...+--

Fig. 3. Axial stresses in fuel and cladding far different tran-
sient times (sodium reactor).
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i
.09 ~

Fig. 4. RadiaI stresses in fuel and cladding far different
transient times (water reactor).
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As previously stated, the highest attainable power density for the considered nuclear pin and the
consequent thermal stresses are much higher than the values of figs. 1, 2 and 3.

As the ultimate stress for uranium dioxide is about 10 kg/rnm", a power density 1500 MW/m3 causes
a large microcracking inside the fuel pellets. On the other hand the structural element of reactor core
is the steeI cladding and not the fuei rodo

In the cladding the radiaI stresses are low compressions, the axial stresses are low and only partially
tractions, while the circumferential stresses are high and totally tractions. The last are the most
dangerous stresses which the pin system is subjected to, therefore they are the stresses to lirnit in the
element designo

H, with a power density qo = 270 MW 1m3, the steady circumferential stress in the cladding is about
constant and equal to 18 kg/mm? (see fig. 2), with a power density qo = 1500 MW Im3, the same stress
on the external surface, is about 100 kg/mm".

Such thermal stress reaches the transient maximum 112 kg/mm", when a step decrease of 60°C
occurs in sodium temperature (thermal shock).

In figs. 4, 5, 6 the radial, circumferentiai and axial stresses are reported for a pressurized water
reactor (PWR).

The non-dimensional parameters are shown in the second column of table 1. In this case we have
Br = 1.68 X lO" kg/mm", R 1= 4.45 mm, a" = 4.52 mm2/s. Then, as previously, it has been supposed
tJ. T = +60°C and qe = 600°C for a fuel power density qo = 115 MW1m3•

The stress behaviour, in space and time, is totally analogous to the preceding one for the sodium
reactor.

The only substantial difference is the longer transient time due to the lower Biot number. H the
steady circumferential stress in the cladding, with qo = 115 MW/m3, is about 17 kg/mrrr', with qo =

400 MW1m3 it is 60 kg/mnr'. The same stress reaches the transient maximum 71 kg/mrn", when a step
decrease of 60°C occurs in water temperature.

The transient maximum for the cladding circumferential stress can be expressed as follows:

(T~(max)= Aqo + B tJ.T, (54)

where qo is the highest fuel power density (MW1m3), tJ.T is the step decrease in coolant temperature
eC), A (kg m3/MW mm") and B (kg/mm20C) are two empirical constants depending on the nuclear
system features.

If' 8 1-----1---+---+--"'$//
s

-<O!

~ o
"'2

t_8 "------,

Fig. 5. Circurnferential stresses in fuel and c\adding for
different transient tirnes (water reactor).

J6 -.. -1-
I----+---+---~, .18

"J;
'--'~ o 1-_---1 -+__ -+~~~--~~

o.o~
<O,

ci
z

..J aw «:::l ...J.c.u, -t.J

Fig. 6. Axial stresses in fuel and c\adding for different tran-
sient times (water reactor).
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o
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BR
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Fig. 7. Time behaviour of the radiaI stress on the fuel axis. Fig. 8. Time behaviour of the radiaI stress at the interface.

For the considered FBR the constants are:

A =0.06, B =0.20.

For the considered PWR:

A =0.15, B =0.18.

In fig. 7 the time behaviour is represented for the radial stress on the fuel axis, in the cases of
sodium reactor and pressurized water reactor. It is evident that the transient condition for the sodium
reactor is much more rapid than for the water reactor; this is due to the considerable difference
between the two Biot numbers.

It is important to underline that the level of the horizontal asymptote (i.e. the steady stress
component) is proportional to the power level qe, while the excursion range (i.e. the maximum
transient stress component) is proportional to the step variation ClT in coolant temperature.

As when the step ClT is positive a decrease occurs in the absolute stress value, so, when the step
Cl T is negative, there is an increase.

In fig. 8 the time behaviour is represented for the radiaI stress at the interface.
In figs. 9 and 10 the time behaviours are represented for the circumferential stresses, respectively

on the fuel surface and on the external cladding surface.

) ~.-'--'-'-'-'-'--r-'-'-'
:?1

20

~
?' 1.6
W
~
~ IY.
~
l
-}-B

J~.t..
4 o

Fig. 9. Time behaviour of the circumferential stress on the
fuel surface.

Fig. lO. Time behaviour of the circurnferential stress on the
external cladding surface.
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~
"JJf

;;;; 16
~ o ~-_I_---_=~-----__i
t+.il

"à
"g _i

Fig. 11. Time behaviour of the axial stress on the fuel
surface.

Fig. 12. Time behaviour of the axial stress on the external
cladding surface.

In figs. 11 and 12 the time behaviours are represented for the axial stresses, as previously on the
fuel and cladding surfaces. To obtain the stress behaviours when aT = -60°C, it is sufficient to turo
over the curves of figs. 7 to 12 round the horizontal asymptote by 180°.
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Nomenclature

TF

aT
TI, TC

qo
Rl
R2

L
r, z

coolant temperature before the accident
step variation of coolant temperature
fuel and cladding temperatures referred to (TF + aT)
power density at the element center
fuel element radius (inner cladding radius)
outer cladding radius
element half-Iength
radiaI and axial coordinates
n«,
Z/Rl
LIRI
l/(2Ca)
R2/Rl
time
thermal diffusivity for cladding
aCt/Rì
thermal conductivity far fuel and cladding
Young's modulus far fuel and cladding
Poisson's coefficient for fuel and cladding

aC

T

KI,KC
EI,Ec
VI, VC
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qe
f3n, J-tm
lo, l), lo, I), }
Yo, Yl, Ko, s,
h
Bi
Ho
HI
H2

b.T*
0'*
u~,u~
lT~, lT~

a~,a~
a~,a;
01, 0C

s~,s~,S~,}
s~, s~, s~
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coefficient of thermal expansion for fuel and c1adding
qoRI/Kf
eigenvalues defined in eqs. (3) and (4)

Bessel functions

heat transport coefficient
Biot number = hRdKc
KC/K!
P/E!
aC/a!
b.T/qe
afqe
radial displacements in fuel and cladding
radial stresses in fuel and cladding
circumferential stresses in fuel and cladding
axial stresses in fuel and cladding
integral functions defined in eqs. (24) and (25)

non-dimensional stresses
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